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STATE, LAW AND PARTICIPATORY INSTITUTIONS:
THE PAPUA NEW GUINEA EXPERIENCE
by
Yash P. Ghai
[Editor's Note: One section of Professor Ghai's paper
which reports on legal measures undertaken in Papua
New Guinea, to facilitate the creation, organization and
activities of "Indigenous Business Groups" has been
transposed to Part I I I of this symposium. Part I I I
presents reports and case studies of non-state struc-
tures as vehicles for rural development. ]
Introduction
This paper examines the role of the law in the establishment and
maintenance of institutions for participation by the people in decision
making in political and economic activities affecting their lives. The latter
is particularly important in most developing countries where so much eco-
nomic power is monopolized by state agencies or large foreign companies
or a combination of both. "Law," as used here, refers to "state law" - -
law emanating from, or sanctioned by, state institutions. There are sig-
nificant differences in the method, scale and tendencies of state and non-
state systems of regulation and governance, and an understanding of the
realities and possibilities of popular participation requires understanding
of these differences and an appreciation of the state in the Third World.
Third World states often have a high degree of autonomy from the
indigenous people they govern. Created to serve metropolitan interests,
the colonial state tended to subordinate all groups and classes in the
colonised society and thus deployed even more power than might be neces -
sary to perform the classical task of establishing the hegemony of a ruling
class within the society governed. This "overdeveloped state" (a concept
not without controversy) was inherited by national leaders. Their acces-
sion to power in a situation in which social classes were inchoate or weak,
has provided much opportunity to those who govern to control the develop-
ment of society. Often the state must regulate relationships between two
or more modes of production, a task which provides, at least for a period
of time, a certain autonomy from affected economic groups. Moreover,
new nation-states are often regroupings of different and previously auton-
omous communities in new geographical entities; the classical pattern is
reversed in that the state precedes the nation, and it determines the growth
of social classes. Additionally, the state plays a key role in the economy;
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it is the country's biggest employer and appropriates a large proportion of
the surplus. People gain access to the state institutions because they are
politically important, not because they are economically important.
This depiction of the power and autonomy of the state can be over-
drawn. It ignores the dependency of the country in the international polit-
ical economy. The state can hardly be autonomous to the extent the
country is not. Secondly, those who accede to a state power are to an extent
a predetermined group, created by colonial rule. Often mission educated,
recruited from intermediate levels in educational, state and commercial
sectors and deeply influenced by metropolitan values, this group (some-
times referred to as the "petty bourgeoisie") has come under scathing
attack for its weaknesses and its parasitic role as compradors and interme-
diaries for international finance, and for its self-serving conservatism. 2
Thirdly, characteristics of the colonial state are not easily changed by the
formal transfer of power. The ethos and ideology of bureaucracies remain
the same, fortified by programmes of technical training and assistance.
These centralised bureaucracies are ill qualified to accommodate the polit-
icisation of the national system, and leaders soon find that that is unneces-
sary in any event. Hierarchies and authoritarianism are maintained. Civil
servants continue to operate under the cover of secrecy. There is little
change in decision-making processes; the assumptions of the system re-
main the same; public participation is sedulously avoided. Like all bu-
reaucracies, those in post-colonial states consolidate their privileged
position and are uncomfortable with talk of equality and popuar control.
The role of law in promoting participation in Papua New Guinea is
examined here. The paper looks at legislative steps undertaken (during or
after independence) to transfer power away from the centre to the people.
In order to understand the genesis of these efforts and their subsequent
history, it is necessary to understand something about the historical and
social context for development and legal development in the country.
Historical and Social Context
In some ways Papua New Guinea is untypical of the developing world.
More isolated from the "modern" world than other colonial peoples. Papua
New Guineans managed to retain their own culture and institutions untainted
to a very great extent. The significance of this cultural independence will
be discussed. But the conclusions that emerge from this study have wider
relevance. Like so many countries of the Third World, Papua New Guinea
is a result of the expansion and consolidation of European capitalist em-
pires, and in important respects, it remains part of the world capitalistic
economic system, with its options limited accordingly. Many of the ideals of
the "basic human needs" approach may only be achievable by a systematic
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withdrawal from that system; certainly the openness of the economy and
its continuing close relationship with the former colonial power, Australia,
have been serious impediments in the search for an autonomous and partic-
ipatory form of government.
Papua New Guinea, which consists of one main island and many others
containing an estimated 700 linguistic groups, is a constellation of nu-
merous self-reliant and independent communities. Before the colonists
came each had its own mode of social organisation and control, in which
power was widely dispersed, and there was a large eler ent of popular
participation in dispute resolution and decision making. These features
of social organisation were contained in and expressed through what may
be called the customary law of the communities. The establishment of the
colonial state meant an attack on the self-sufficiency of these communities
and disruption of their institutions.
Papua New Guinea was successively colonised by the Germans, the
British and the Australians. Only limited development of the country took
place during this period, in part because Australia, the colonial power for
much of this period, was itself a producer of raw materials and on the
periphery of international capitalism. Some plantations were established;
missionaries set up schools; some cash crops were introduced; there was
limited urbanisation; but most of the people remained in subsistence agri-
culture, poorly connected with their neighboring groups. As a result, most
groups tended to look inwards; there was little in the way of nationalism,
and political consciousness was low. Nevertheless, despite this disparate
character of the country and the people, the state's institutions and law
acted as a grid, imposing a "unity" over them. This in itself increased the
importance of the law and the state, for outside them there was little basis
for authority or consensus. While the state institutions were thin on the
ground, the absence of significant competing centres of power meant that
the state system came increasingly to dominate the country, and popular
participation was severely restricted.
Law and the emergence of modern states are closely intertwined in
history. 4 Their interdependence is often obscured by the separation of
some key institutions of the law from other agencies of the state, and by
ideologies about the neutrality of law. In an ex-colonial country like Papua
New Guinea, there is no such obfuscation. Law has clearly been a coer-
cive force which was used to establish colonial rule, deprive inhabitants of
their basic rights and establish a regime of privilege for, and exploitation
by, the white immigrant community.
State institutions and colonial law displaced communal counterparts in
many sectors of social and economic life. While the legal system is too
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complex to allow any simple characterization, the ethos and institutions of
foreign-imposed law are dominant elements today. State law was used, in
part, to promote the centralization of power. This tendency need not nec-
essarily lead to the destruction of local. democratic structures and practices
of local communities, as European history may sometimes show. But in
Papua New Guinea centralization encountered little effective opposition, and
the colonial state was undemocratic and authoritarian. The very features
of the imposed legal system which ameliorated the potential for authoritar-
ianism in the country of origin--e.g., the franchise, jury service, an inde-
pendent judiciary--were not part of the colonial legal system. 5 Centraliza-
tion of power was closely associated with the growth of state bureaucracies.
New centres of economic power, prerequisites of a colonial economy,
emerged and colonial law provided few bases for holding them accountable.
Another characteristic of the imposed modern law was specialization.
Modern legal systems have their own mode of discourgse, argumentation and
interpretation, with complex specialised procedures. In Papua New Guinea
there was, traditionally, community participation in dispute settlement, and
while legal disputation and rhetoric may have been an advanced art, they
were not esoteric skills used to shut out most of the community from sharing
in the administration of justice. Today it is not only those who are caught up
in state court processes who experience alienation from the legal system:
whole sections of the population are cut off from access to the system of
justice and resource distribution. The marginality of the urban squatters in
Papua New Guinea and their sense of helplessness is in part the result of
their inability to cope with the complexities of the legal and bureaucratic
systems that dispense and distribute resources, licences and permits. 7
The professionalization of the legal system produced other problems of
access: justice became a commodity obtainable only if one had resources to
deploy skills and influence. The legal system often sanctioned and then
defended the unequal appropriation of communal resources. It became an
instrument whereby growing disparities in social and economic power began
to appear in historically egalitarian societies.
The state legal system also sapped the potential of self-reliance, both at
the national level and individual or communal level. It carried with it stand -
ards that in practice prohibit activities in the "informal sector." These
standards, combined with bureaucratic ineptness, frustrate initiatives by the
small man. 8 At the communal level, the non recognition by the law of indige-
nous clan or village groups as legal entities precluded their participation in
the modern economy. The law made it difficult for the members of such
groups to pool their resources and labour, thus rendering impossible the
only challenge that the indigenous people could mount to the expatriate plan-
tation or factory owner--the challenge of collective self-reliance.
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Some of these problems, common to most legal systems, are
compounded by the foreign origin of the system. The basic rules of inter-
pretation and the presumptions of the law find their source in alien systems,
the hold of which continues even after independence. The crises of legal
doctrine in England are all too readily assumed to be the crises of law in
Papua New Guinea, and the latest law reforms in England and Australia
are seen by many as setting the pace for Papua New Guinea. The develop-
ment of the law based on indigenous concepts and contemporary problems
is stultified because of the force of foreign imitation. Foreign decisions
are cited and applied as if they had some intrinsic merit, and foreign text-
books are consulted as if they represented the authoritative law of the land.
The foreign influence is extended also through the continuous recourse
to foreign personnel. Key policy decisions are made by outsiders under
the guise of technical determinations. When independence is sought from
foreign personnel, the system is difficult to operate since the basic con-
cepts and techniques are foreign, not only to the people to whom it applies,
but also in most cases to those who administer it. Administrators, law-
yers and magistrates do not feel at home with the system, and therefore
cannot act with confidence. This has a debilitating effect: it makes them
overcautious or overbearing, and results in delays and uncertainty.
Although, theoretically, imposed foreign law displaced indigenous
legal structures, a great many disputes were still, in fact, settled through
customary procedures, and some economic activities were carried out
through traditional institutions illegal under "modern" commercial law.
Late in the colonial period (1963), customary law was recognised for many
purposes 9 (although compared to analogous colonial legislation in Africa,
the recognition was narrow). While customary institutions were placed
outside the state legal system, the colonial administration still assumed
plenary power to control them.
During the colonial period, the administration was not responsible
to any political body in the country; insofar as it was accountable to any
authority, it was to the Minister of External Territories in Canberra.
Little attempt was made to govern the country through its local leaders
or institutions, even though there were some advocates of "native adminis-
tration" or "indirect rule." At first, the responsibility for administration
in the districts (the basic administrative unit in the country) lay with gen-
eral administrative staff, known as "kiaps. " 10 Administration was very
thin on the ground and there were no formal bodies to control or advise the
kiap. The situation changed considerably after the second world war. The
kiap was supplemented by specialist field officers in health, acriculture,
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education, etc., who were responsible to their ministries at the capital.
The number of government departments and civil servants increased con-
siderably1 1 and thus the influence of the capital upon the affairs of the
districts. There was little coordination among different functional de-
partments in the districts since the specialist officers took their orders
from the national headquarters. The availability of larger funds at the
centre and the burgeoning of the civil service led to elaborate bureaucratic
structures and complicated channels of communication between head-
quarters and the field.
The growth of bureaucracy was not accompanied by a corresponding
growth of the political institutions. A legislative council, set up in 1951,
was dominated by administrators and expatriate interests, and it was not
until 1964 that elections were provided, although nearly one third of the
seats were still reserved for expatriates or for appointment by the admin-
istration. More progress was made at the local government level. Legis -
lation was passed in 1949 for the establishment of local government coun-
cils, although its implementation was slow. 12 However, after 1955 the
rate of establishment accelerated, by 1969 there were 156 councils cover-
ing almost 900 of the population. Although they were supposed to provide
an exercise in self-government, they had limited powers, and were at the
same time seen as an administrative arm of the central government. In
practice it was the latter task they tended to perform, their policy making
and advisory functions being minimal, 13 and consequently their legitimacy
was never fully established. Moreover, they did not coincide with the
basic administrative unit--the district--although legislation in 1970 pro-
vided for indirectly elected, largely advisory, bodies at that level. Denied
administrative and financial resources, both the local councils and the
district-wide councils failed to democratise administration. Thus at both
national and local levels, the administration was not responsible to any
policital body in the exercise of its very considerable powers. This situa-
tion was reinforced by the experience in Australia, where the bureaucracy
is extremely powerful and politicians are held in considerable contempt.
A student of administration in Papua New Guinea has written:
A century of colonial rule in Papua New Guinea established a
highly centralised and specialised organisation structure which
bore little or no relation to the traditional social organisation.
"Papua New Guinea has gone from one possible extreme to the
other since its traditional structure was exceptionally frag-
mented, while the new structures imposed by Australia was
more centralised, compartmentalised and bureaucratic than
that introduced in many developing countries. 14
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During the colonial period a series of protest movements sought to set
up their own alternative institutions based on wide participation and demo-
cratic practices. 15 They pursued political, economic and social welfare
objectives, seeking a high degree of self-reliance and autonomy. These
aims were regarded with hostility by the colonial state, and the groups
were suppressed. In such a situation, it may be possible to use the law to
challenge the oppressive action of the authorities--possible because of the
contradictions within the legal order (or ideology) which the colonial state
(despite its authoritarianism) prescribes. The strategy of turning the law
of a state against itself can operate, however, only in a very restricted way.
The rules which can be called into play by the disadvantaged are likely to be
few and far between. And it may be difficult to mobilise people to use these
rules because of procedural obstacles and access barriers. But more im-
portantly, colonial and post-colonial states will only tolerate a certain
measure of "legal insurgency." Thus the Bhoomi Sena movement in India is
tolerated and can make selective use of the law, while the Naxalites are
clearly beyond the pale, and ruthlessly suppressed.
Papua New Guinea movements for self-reliance and economic improve-
ment were seen as antagonistic by the colonial authorities. However, to-
wards independence, the attitudes changed. Many of the new political
leaders had a base in these movements. With the end of colonialism, it was
no longer possible to suppress them with force, and so a policy of co-option
seemed more sensible and practical. On the part of the movements, it was
recognised that independence would provide greater opportunity for self-
expression and self-determination, and there would be official assistance to
them in their efforts to improve their economic situation, as for example,
in the purchase of white settler plantations. The search therefore was for a
closer relationship between the state and these movements, with not entirely
beneficial effects on the movements.
The Ideology of Development in Papua New Guinea
The colonial penetration was uneven and selective, and Australia had
limited economic objectives so that many parts of the country were allowed
to remain in subsistence agriculture with their social structures relatively
intact--even though colonial policies favoured the emergence of the "pro-
gressive" farmers. One reaction to the thrust of western values was an
assertion of Melanesian culture. The centralising tendencies of the state
were countered by demands for a decentralised, participatory system of
government, drawing its inspiration from notions of traditional systems of
authority, the Melanesian way of life.
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Whether or not the ideology of the Melanesian way of life accurately
represents the former system of authority, it did act as a powerful stimu-
lus to the formulation of new development policies. According to this ide-
ologyI traditional society was not authoritarian or hierarchical or central-
ized, 16 but was based on personal ability rather than inheritance, descent,
or supernatural sanction. A leader ("big man") remained a leader only as
long as he could successfully help others or to maintain their respect.
Since the "big man" also maintained leadership through dispensation of
gifts and holding feasts, there was a natural tendency towards distribution
of wealth and against personal accumulation. And since a leader has
limited material resources to distribute, his authority depends on the
acceptance by the people of his claim to leadership, which he could only
validate if he listened to them. This, coupled with various other factors,
meant that the scale of society was small and wide participation was
possible.
These notions of traditional systems were strongly reinforced by the
development policies urged by Papua New Guinea's new leaders who had
seen the failure of development efforts in Asia and Africa and increasing
social stratification in these countries, and distortion of traditional values
and institutions, and despoliation of environments, and the negative influ-
ences of transnational corporations and new modes of imperial control.
Orthodox development theories of the '60s were coming under attack else-
where, and the country's new leadership had the benefit of the latest
fashion in development thinking. 17
An intensive discussion of development policies, land and consti-
tutional matters produced a strong consensus on development strategies.
The Report of the Constitutional Planning Committee (CPC), a parliamen-
tary committee to recommend on the independence constitution, provided
the first comprehensive delineation of a national policy of development. It
proposed the National Goals and Directive Principles which are now en-
shrined in the constitution and are the nearest thing the country has to a
political manifesto. These declare that the aim of society must be the
integral development of man and the realization of his full potential as a
human being. The CPC also proposed that the Constitution should include
a restrictive code on foreign investment and transnational corporations.
Great emphasis was placed on self-reliance, which meant, among other
things, that economic development should take place primarily by the use
of skills and resources available within the country.
The report stressed equal opportunity for every citizen to share in
political, economic, and cultural life, and an equitable distribution of
incomes and the benefits of development. The counterpart of equality is
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participation. Every citizen must therefore be enabled to participate,
either directly or through representatives, in the consideration of any
matter affecting his interests or those of his community. In view of the
rich culture and ethnic diversity of the people the Report proposed sub -
stantial decentralization of all forms of government activity. Emphasis
was placed on the use of traditional forms of social, political and economic
organization, and the Report declared that traditional villages and commu-
nities must remain as viable units of Papua New Guinean society, with new
steps taken to improve their social quality.
Law had played such a visible role in the colonial period, as an
instrument of control, 18 that it was not surprising that legislation was
perceived as a powerful instrument of social change. Because of this view
of the potency and instrumentalism of the law, and because of the lack of
popular mobilisation and politicisation, discussion of the new policies urged
by the CPC were heavily couched in terms of the law and its reform. 19 Two
legislative measures undertaken to promote people's participation are now
discussed -- the establishment of Village Courts and the creation of Provin-
cial Government. A third related measure, encouragement of the formation
of Indigenous Business Groups, is discussed in a separate section of this
symposium.
Village Courts
Village courts were established after enactment of legislation in 1973.2O
Since the Australian colonial government had preferred to rule directly
through central state institutions (and not, as the British in Africa, through
indirect rule) there had been no place for indigenous institutions. 21 State
courts, however, had used alien procedures, applied foreign laws and had
denied popular participation in decision making. Although these courts had
not been entirely unused, most disputes had been taken to local leaders who
tried to mediate or adjudicate, applying indigenous norms tlat were indige-
nous and permitting public participation in the proceedings."
Proposals for village courts emanated from different groups for
different reasons, but a recurrent one was the desire to establish institu-
tions which would place judicial power in the hands of the local leaders,
who would emphasize conciliation and apply locally acceptable norms.
Village courts were seen both as alternatives to procedure-ridden state
courts and as veticles to give power to laymen in local communities to re-
solve conflicts.
Several characteristics of village courts distinguish them from the
professional courts and tend to make them an integral part of the local
Editor's Note: See Part I I I of the symposium for this report.
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community. First, a village court is set up only if the people of the
community, acting through their local government council, opt to have it;
these courts are not imposed on people. Second, the magistrates, though
nominated by the government, are in ractice elected by the people from
the members of the local community. 24 They do not need any professional
training and are part of the community. Third, the courts apply customs
of the community rather than a remote, alien law. Fourth, their basic
task is to ensure "peace and harmony in the area for which [they are]
established by mediating in and endeavouring to obtain just and amicable
settlements of disputes. " 25 Though they can fine, they cannot (as a rule)
imprison, and are expected in any case to solve disputes by promoting
amicable settlement rather than adjudication. If they adjudicate, they are
expected to order compensation for an injured party or the performance of
some task for the community such as service in the local school or clinic.
This approach is facilitated by provision that no distinction shall be made
between civil and criminal cases. Fifth, no representation by lawyers is
allowed, and the courts, not bound by rules of evidence, hear whatever
information is available. All of these structural changes were intended to
return dispute settlement power to the people in the rural areas, and, in
rural areas, this is the key to other power in the community.
Most communities have opted for the establishment of village courts.
The magistrates elected by the people are genuinely members of the com-
munity. The presence and work of these courts have tended to reduce
fights and dissension and have helped to promote cohesion. They have
usually enhanced a community's sense of its identity and power.26 They
have won popular support and are extensively used. Yet their mode of
operation has not always promoted values espoused by those who origi-
nally pushed for their establishment.
The magistrates have made too little use of their powers to mediate
between disputing parties, preferring to adjudicate. They have tended to
ignore use of customary sanctions, such as work orders, but they all too
frequently impose fines. They have asked for the trappings of formal and
distant courts, such as special dresses, "proper court buildings" and hand-
cuffs for the accused. People are not allowed to participate in discussion
of the case in court; indeed, many magistrates insist on strict "silence
and decorum" on the part of the audience. In short, they want to make
their courts more like the Australian courts.
These are merely trends, and it is easy to exaggerate them, but it is
perhaps not surprising that they should have developed. First, because
the formal types of court have been associated with superior state power,
it is tempting for village courts to imitate their processes in an attempt to
win additional authority among the people. Second, the village courts are
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tied to the formal system, for they are supervised by district court
magistrates, to whom appeals against their decisions can be made, and so
there arises a desire, perhaps natural, for the lower courts to imitate
their "superiors." Third, the state has the overall responsibility for the
establishment and operation of village courts, and government officials are
still concerned that village courts observe certain "proprieties" associated
with the Western administrative system. They tend to push the village
magistrates in this direction, through training and socialization courses.
Finally, the magistrates themselves feel that their power comes from
national legislation and (unlike the old traditional system) is not dependent
on the acceptability of their decisions in the community: thus they tend to
become careless of local sensitivities.
While these courts may in some ways be an improvement on the formal
courts, they serve the community less well than the traditional dispute
settlers. The establishment of the formal Australian type court did not lead
to the disappearance of the traditional system and it had continued to oper-
ate, sometimes in opposition to and sometimes in collaboration with the
system. But the establishment of the village courts has led to some reduc-
tion in informal traditional settlement practices (although, as the village
courts become more formal, other avenues for informal settlement are
again sought). 2 7 State law, by institutionalizing traditional practice, has
brought the original system under its surveillance, modified its character
and reduced the scope for the genuinely traditional type of dispute settle-
ments.
Provincial Government
Of the "reforms" discussed in this paper, the establishment of provin-
cial government is certainly the most important attempt to come to grips
with the centralisation and bureaucratisation inherited from the colonial
state. Upon independence there were few, meaningful, representative in-
stitutions at the district level, the basic unit of administration.
The CPC was anxious to establish a more open and democratic system
of government, and, it considered decentralisation of power among the
districts to be an essential prerequisite to that end. It therefore proposed
a system of provincial government (the designation "province" being pre-
ferred to "district" which had colonial connotations) under which there
would be a transfer of legislative and executive functions to the provinces.
The expectation was that this transfer would lead to a government which
would be more responsive to the needs of people, especially rural people,
and to greater efficiency in government services. Decentralization would
also accommodate cultural and linguistic diversities, for each province
would be free to decide on its internal constitution and policies. But the
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most important reason for the Committee's recommendation was its view
that the colonial bureaucratic system had stifled people's initiative and
induced a sense of dependency on officials. Decentralisation would create
popular responsibility for decision making at the local level. It would lead
to a psychological de-colonisation, a liberation of the mind and spirit of the
people. 28
The proposals of the CPC on provincial government need to be seen in
the context of its general analysis of the colonial state, its perception of
policies of development, and its wider proposals for a new constitutional
order. The wider context also included a constitution which would base a
government on universal franchise, a strong parliamentary system with
entrenched powers for the opposition and backbenchers and an open system
of government with the subordination of officials to political leaders.
While most proposals of the CPC were accepted by the government and
the legislature, those dealing with provincial government ran into consider-
able opposition, mostly from the public servants. 29 On the one hand, pro-
ponents of decentralisation saw it as a means to assure the various ethnic
communities that they would enjoy a measure of autonomy, and so be more
able to identify with a larger collectivity; on the other hand, the opponents
saw it as releasing centrifugal forces that would imperil unity. The second
argument against decentralisation was that it would be expensive: it would
divert funds from development projects to payment of salaries and perqs of
provincial politicians and an enlarged bureaucracy. The system would also
be complex, and there was a dearth of experienced and talented public serv-
ants. The country was edging slowly to rational systems of planning and ex-
penditure, and the gains from these would be lost if policy making and finan-
cial powers were passed to provincial politicians. Further, abuse of power
at provincial levels would be more difficult to-control than at the central
level.
Another argument challenged the assumption about greater participation:
the province (it was said) was too large a unit; it contained too many differ-
ent ethnic groups, and the proposed devolution carried the threat that minor-
ities in the province would be victimised. (The theory was that victimisation
was less possible if power were exercised at the national level since no
single group could dominate the exercise of power at that level.) Consider-
able concern was also expressed at the tendencies of provincial govern-
ments to repress organisations or communities at the village or other sub-
provincial levels. It was pointed out that all of the protest movements and
attempts of the people to form their own political and economic institutions
in opposition to colonial power, were based on communities much smaller
than the province; these communities should be seen as the recipients of
power, for they carried the richer potential (and in several instances the
evidence) for popular participation and communal democracy.
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The rejection of the decentralisation proposals by the House of
Assembly led to attempts at secession by the province of Bougainville.
Subsequent discussions brought the secession to an end -- once a new
system for decentralisation was agreed upon. Under this system, a
new tier of government was set up at the provincial level, but each
province could decide if it wanted provincial government, and if it did not,
it would continue to be governed from the centre. A province could also
opt for only some of the powers which were provided under the law.
In practice all of the 19 provinces have now opted for provincial
government, and the national government now prefers that each province
should assume all of the powers to which it is entitled. Provincial govern-
ment consists of a legislature (the provincial assembly) and an executive.
The majority of the members of the assembly have to be elected on the
basis of universal suffrage; the executive has to be appointed from the
assembly, but it is left to each province to decide on the form of the exec-
utive, in particular whether it should be a cabinet or committee system.
Each province is left a wide measure of freedom to determine its own con-
stitution, within the framework of the national legislation, which is con-
cerned largely with the relationship between the provinces and the centre.
30
Under the Constitution and the relevant organic law, provincial
assemblies have certain exclusive legislative powers; these, for the most
part, are matters of local concern (e. g., mobile traders, primary schools,
sale and distribution of liquor, sports, village courts, and local govern-
ment). But there is another legislative list, where the primary responsi-
bility is with the centre, but before exercising its law-making powers, the
national government is to consult with the provinces. Also, if there is no
national legislation on any of these matters, the provincial assembly is
free to legislate. This list is extensive and covers almost all matters of
importance to a province (e.g., agriculture, education, transport, public
works, marketing and land). The assumption was that in course of time,
as provincial government became established and experienced, the legis-
lative power would pass to the provinces. Matters not listed in the law
belong to the national government.
Two provisions were made to promote flexible and cooperative
relationships between the provinces and the centre: (1) though legislative
lists are assigned to one or another government, it is at the same time
provided that if a particular field is not occupied by the legisletion of the
competent body, the other can make a law to fill the gap, and that law will
continue to operate unless the competent legislature displaces it; (2) it is
possible for a provincial legislative body to delegate its powers to the
centre and vice versa.
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As a general principle, the executive responsibility of the centre and
provinces follows the legislative powers, but it is also possible for one
government to delegate executive responsibility in relation to which it has
the legislative powers to another. Public servants are, however, recruited
by the national government, and are posted to a province according to its
needs and wishes. Transfers in and out of a province of senior officials
are in law and practice done in consultation with provincial authorities.
The provincial government is allowed to appoint up to eight persons to its
advisory staff, and it has complete discretion to dismiss them--the idea
being to provide a source of independent advice to provincial politicians.
The civil servants in a province are responsible to the provincial authority
in the discharge of provincial functions.
The provinces have significant financial autonomy. Their own powers
to raise taxation is limited; they can levy taxes on retail sales, entertain-
ment, liquor licensing, mobile trading and land, and impose a head tax.
In addition, a province receives a certain percent of royalties from the
exploitation of natural resources in the provinces and of the duties on ex-
ports from the province. The large part of the revenues of a province
comes from block grants from the national government, the amount of
which is constitutionally determined and protected. The amount of expen-
diture incurred in a province in 1977-78 is guaranteed to it in future years,
after allowance has been made for inflation or increase/decrease in overall
government revenue, including foreign aid. These sums are transferred
as a block grant, and their appropriation is a matter for the decision of the
province. The salaries of the civil servants in a province take up the bulk
of the grant, and since the province has limited powers in relation to the
size of its own establishment, its powers in relation to the expenditure of
its own money (purportedly) are limited.
The law provides for judicial resolution of disputes between the
national and provincial governments. It also provides a mechanism,
through the Premiers Council, for consultations among the provinces, and
between the provinces and the national government. It deals extensively
with the relations between the national and provincial governments, and
gives the national government, subject to safeguards, power to override
provincial legislation and taxes, and to suspend provincial governments.
This outline, which is all that can be presented here, is enough to
show the serious attempts made to transfer widescale powers to the prov-
inces. The exercise of these powers by the provinces is not dependent on
the whims of the national government because the powers are constitution-
ally protected rights of the provinces. Moreover, the decision to decen-
tralise in these wide-ranging ways (as opposed, for example, the merely
administrative devolution in Tanzania.) was essentially a voluntary decision
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of the national government, although under pressure from the copper-rich
province of Bougainville. It reflects a unique attempt to reverse the central-
ization tendencies of nearly a century of colonial rule.
31
It is too early to evaluate the effects of these changes. There is
little doubt that the establishment of provincial government has promoted
political activity at the provincial level, so much so that sometimes the
national politicians feel that they are being undermined by the provincial
politicians. This has given people a sense of their own power and a sense
of responsibility for their own destiny. Each province had set up its own
committee to plan the provincial constitution, which undertook wide consul-
tations. Provincial governments have encouraged participation in the deter-
mination of local planning priorities and have underscored the principle that,
in a democratic system, the bureaucracy must be answerable to the polit -
ical authorities. A number of senior public servants and university gradu-
ates have left the national capital to work in their provinces, and rural
projects have been given a higher priority. All these are valuable gains
compared with the previous system when people were intimidated by bu-
reaucratic rule.
Whether provincial government has led to greater participation by the
rural people in decision making is another question. Even the supporters of
decentralisation have had to concede that not all the developments are posi-
tive. As we have seen, the ideology behind decentralisation was strongly
populist, emphasising participation, autonomy, self-reliance and local initia-
tives, and popular control of administration. What appears to have happened
is that the bureaucracy, at first strongly opposed to the idea, has effectively
taken over its implementation, and makes important decisions about the
scope and pace of the transfer of powers. The provincial politicians still
look to the centre for funds and other sources of support, and do not appear
to understand the scope of their own constitutional powers, and what they
can do with them. The reliance on material support from the centre means
that the terms of development are still dictated by the centre, and that "peo-
ple's energies are not released. " The province may after all turn out to be
too large a unit for meaningful participation and while a few provinces are
experimenting with novel forms of participatory government at local levels,
others have done little to change the colonial system. The provincial author-
ities have shown a preference for an expensive infrastructure of administra-
tion at the headquarters, and for an increasingly grand life-style. Initiatives
of ministers and senior public servants are taken within central structures,
rather than as a response to grass -roots demand.
Why has the political momentum of decentralisation been so
neutralised? The answer is complex, but one set of key factors has been
the constitutional and legal arrangements for decentralisation. These
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arrangements are, to begin with, highly complicated and detailed. Grafted
as they were upon an already complex, verbose and lengthy constitution,
drawn up on the premise of a unitary, centralised state, the questions of
their precise scope and the procedures for the transfer and exercise of
power become intricate matters of interpretation, administered by lawyers
and other bureaucrats. This, coupled with the Australian notion that no
official action or policy can be undertaken unless there is clear legislative
authority for it (a curious inversion of Dicey) has meant that an extraordi-
nary burden has been placed upon the apparatus of the provinces, to the
point that many of them feel paralysed. Thus some progressive ideas in
the reorganisation of local government have been thwarted because the
lawyers insist on complicated procedures for law repeal and law making
before any new plans can be implemented, and because nobody appears to
be sure what the procedures are. Ironically, the process of reducing the
powers of the bureaucrats has itself become bureaucratised and has thus
frustrated the aim of curbing their power. This tendency is aggravated by
the fact that since decentralisation as provided necessarily implied the
modification rather than the replacement of the centralised and bureau-
cratic structure, the very complexity of the process requires the services
of those working in the present system.
The difficulties which the outsiders, and this includes many ministers
and most politicians, have in coming to grips with the system means that
the actions of the bureaucracy in the implementation of decentralisation go
largely unchecked and unsupervised. The lack of such expertise in the
politicians might have been compensated for by a strong ideological under-
standing and commitment to the goals of decentralisation. Many politicians
at the provincial level who have formally acceded to office lack that com-
mitment. That power at the provincial level may be seized by a coalition
of an eferging petty-bourgeoisie and a petty kulak class is a high proba-
bility., Already there is evidence that power is beginning to crystallize
at the provincial headquarters rather than being decentralised further down
to the village.
Despite its strongly populist flavour, decentralisation is a neutral
device to be seized by the right or the left wing. The objectives of decen-
tralisation, as set out by the CPC, could hardly be achieved without the
mobilization of the people around the themes of participation, self-reliance
and accountability. Decentralisation is a device which makes these goals
possible, but does not by itself bring them about. Law here, as in so many
other instances, is not self-executing: it may open up possibilities, it may
facilitate certain changes and trends, but it is an instrument strongly sus-
ceptible to manipulation and neutralisation by other forces. To consider
that the mere passage of a law has achieved its objectives is seriously to
misunderstand the nature of law.
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Some Concluding Observations
These case studies illustrate a number of themes which are relevant
to understanding the role of law in the basic needs strategy. Specific
changes in the law can be made in order to try to achieve specific aspects
of the strategy. But just as the strategy requires systematic reformula-
tion of policy and not isolated changes, so is the case with law, and piece-
meal changes in the system of law will fail to achieve their objective. The
village courts and provincial government, in that sense, were both piece-
meal. The village courts are part of a formal, hierarchical, professional
system of courts, whatever their own characteristics. The environment
of the larger system and the procedures and pretensions of the superior
courts inevitably contaminated them. Provincial governments were set up
in the context of a bureaucratic system with pervasive legalism. Although
it was hoped that provincial government would show the way out of bureau-
cratism and legalism, in the absence of its own resources, with the need
for dispensations from the central state system and the lack of political
mobilization, it was captured by the system which it sought to change.
More fundamentally, this analysis may well suggest that the strategy
of achieving popular participation through law itself is seriously flawed;
indeed, we may well have to fight law and legalism. It is clear from the
case studies discussed here that the very "legalising" of institutions and
movements has vitiated their dynamics. As long as the informal settle-
ments of disputes operated outside the official legal system, they mani-
fested many of the attributes of "popular justice." As long as the strivings
for local autonomy, self-reliance and self-management found expression
outside the forms provided by the law, they enjoyed a certain vitality and
mobilized popular enthusiasm. Once encapsulated in lawful authority, as
either local or provincial government, these movements appear unable to
retain the enthusiasm of the earlier period. It is not merely that by legal-
izing them we facilitate their capture by the larger system with its anti-
participatory biases: it is also that by requiring the exercise of power
through "legal" and bureaucratic means, we help to vitiate the political
process and thus undermine the basis of public participation and account-
ability.
The focus of the paper has been the role of law in participatory
institutions, and that approach may exaggerate the importance, negative
or positive, of law. Law has not been presented here as an autonomous
factor of social relationships, but as an emanation of the state. In order
to set the basic propositions of the paper in proper context and balance, it
is necessary to refer to other factors which account for the relative failure
of Papua New Guinea experiments. The emphasis on legal restructuring
tended to undermine the egalitarian and communalitarian objectives which
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were intended by the reforms. Except for provincial government, the
institutions concerned were peripheral to the exercise of political and eco-
nomic power unlikely to determine much of the pace and direction of
change. Given the underdeveloped nature of rural resources and the low
level of technology, these institutions were dependent upon dispensations
from the centre for their projects. The centre was able to impose its goals
upon them, and choose both the recipients of the dispensations and the
projects for which they would be used. It is clear that these institutions
would have performed more successfully, in keeping with their original
objectives, if the broad policies the state was pursuing was consistent with
those objectives. But the state has been pulled towards the "progressive
farmer," large-scale investments, urban development, reliance on foreign
resources, including the adoption of foreign institutions, fundamentally dis -
regarding the analysis and prescriptions of the CPC. The support for cus-
tomary institutions, values and procedure was not based on a comprehen-
sive strategy of development; rather it was a reaction to foreign ideologies,
arising more out of a sense of inability to cope with foreign influences than
a wholehearted affirmation of tradition. And with the accession of new
groups to power, "Melanesian way" threatened to become as empty and dis-
ingenous as the slogan of "African socialism" elsewhere. Among the gen-
uine supporters of customary values, there was no real appreciation of how
easily the superstructure of customary society could be turned to the uses
of capitalism, or of its inability to withstand the onslaught of capitalism and
its relations. There was too much of a tendency to see custom and modern
developments in sharp juxtaposition; the continuum on which they appear
was not perceived; and partly as a consequence, there was a failure to
appreciate the dynamics of social change. There was thus a failure to
develop and canvass for policies which define and determine the relation-
ship of the indigenous sector to local and foreign capitalist activities and
secure the former from the disrupting influences of the latter. The indige-
nous sector was left on its own to face the ravages of an open economy in an
acutely underdeveloped and dependent country. Capitalist activities still
enjoyed a privileged position.
Thus the law that these reform institutions encountered was the law of
the dominant sector, which meant that they had to operate in an alien and at
times hostile environment. Indeed the very provision of a legal basis for
these progressive initiatives was not entirely unmotivated by desires to
exert greater state control over them. It is necessary to avoid an overly
cynical interpretation, and the recognition of the initiatives, born out of
the confusions and contradictions of the independence period, was a victory
for the nationalist and progressive political forces. But it is also clear that
the more perceptive of the bureaucrats saw the legalising of the initiatives
as an opportunity for co-option. This comes out most clearly in the case of
the village courts. Successive administrations during the colonial period
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had resisted provisions for a larger scope for customary law and the
recognition of traditional systems of dispute resolution. 3 The imminence
of independence induced second thoughts in Australia: it was feared that
unless Australia took some initiative in this regard, the independent govern-
ment might reorganize the system of the administration of justice so as to
undermine western principles of justice; 34 that the "dual centre of power"
(represented by informal settlement of disputes) ought to be brought under
the supervision of the formal courts; 35 that the absence of formal institu-
tions at the local level aggravated problems of law and order. 36 Thus in
some haste, just before independence, Australia promoted legislation to
set up the Village Courts and tied it securely to the formal, state court
system. The business groups' legislation was in part a response to the
failure of the cooperatives, which had been promoted to guide and control
rural strivings for economic improvement. The case of provincial govern-
ment is more complex, partly because the risks of the strategy were high;
the transfer of power would be less easy to manage, and could easily turn
into the real thing; and partly because the political pressure for decentral-
isation became acute. The bureaucrats, however, had a freer hand in de-
vising the scale of and procedures for decentralisation, and as we have.
seen, they recovered control over movements that had threatened to go
out of control.
What role is there, then, for the law in connection with participatory
institutions? The success or failure of such institutions is very much tied
up with the nature of the state. However great these benefits, it is a theme
of this paper that such co-option by an essentially capitalist state is to the
ultimate detriment of the institutions. If, on the other hand, progressive
leaders can obtain mastery of the state apparatus and turn it to their pur-
poses, there are many advantages in operating through the law, and indeed
in regulating the relationship of the participatory organisations to outsiders
and the state, as well as of its members inter se. It may indeed be theo-
retically possible for the post-colonial state to be thus transformed so that
it is responsive to and supportive of progressive initiatives and the wide
participation of people in decision making, but it cannot be lightly assumed.
A vast number of old norms are embedded in the detailed rules and proce-
dures of the law, and the legal system has developed its own ideology and
rationalisation that is resistant to new values. A strategy of altering
rather than fundamentally confronting the old system means that inevitably
much of the task must be left to the old professionals, who both as a class
and as technicians are likely to be oppossed to the changes. Should these
organisations then resist any form of integration into the State system?
While I have suggested that incorporation was bad for these institutions,
*Editor's Note: Discussed in a separate report in Part III of this sympo-
sium.
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the fact is that there is not a good record of their survival on their own.
Although their aims have not been narrowly economic, their members have
set great store by economic benefits, and when these have not been up to
expectation, these movements have tended to atrophy. So there is no
guarantee that distance from the state will endure their vitality or survival.
This paper has sought to explore some problems of creating a regime
of participatory institutions through state legislation. The conclusions are
pessimistic, and it may be tempting to suggest that participation must be
established through other means. Law has been viewed in this paper both
as technique and substance. But equally, if not more importantly, law has
been viewed as an integral part of the state. Thus while it may be easy to
bypass the state as a matter of power relationship, the state reflects and
reinforces power relationships, both on a domestic and international basis.
Papua New Guinea is not alone in being a state where professions of an inde-
pendent and self-reliant growth have suffered from participation in the inter -
national system. The vulnerability of its leaders to outside manipulation
has been heightened by close connections with Australian and other foreign
influences. The state has continued to serve the economic and political
interests which dominated before independence, and attempts at participa-
tion and decentralisation have only affected institutions at the periphery;
Papua New Guinea is still severely embedded in old norms and practices.
There is possibly a lesson here for advocates of basic human needs and
participation -- conservative regimes can all too easily divert the attention
of these advocates away from fundamental problems of change and power
relationship by offering, as a token of their earnestness, seemingly pro-
gressive experiments on the periphery, which do nothing to affect the
essential imbalances in society, and for this reason are bound to fail even
in their own narrowly conceived terms.
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